Harvesting Scholarship from Your Teaching Activities
The Virtual MedEdPortal Workshop
August 28, 2020 (1 pm – 3 pm)

Workshop Instructors
Drs. Anne Gill and Adam Wolfe

Workshop Facilitators
Drs. Ruchi Kaushik, Jennifer Benjamin, Adam Cohen, Satid Thammasitboon

**Topic 1: Define Educational Scholarship**
Not all teaching activities are educational scholarship. It is critical for educators to familiarize themselves with various types of scholarship.

**Topic 2: Glassick’s Standards for Scholarship of Teaching**
Following Glassick’s standards for scholarship of teaching while developing a project enhances your chance of getting your work published.

Not all scholarly projects in education are appropriate for MedEd Portal publications. It is important to know the essential features of MedEdPortal.

MedEdPortal differs from traditional articles. Educators must equip themselves with tips, tools, and experiences needed for successful submission.

Space is Limited. RSVP: remijioe@bcm.edu
Addressing ‘Wicked Problems’ in Medical Student Education
Elective sponsored by Department of Pediatrics

“Wicked problems’ are complex in nature, have innumerable causes associated with multiple social environments and actors with unpredictable behavior and outcomes, and are difficult to define or even resolve.”

--Ritteland Webber

Our pediatric faculty (Audrea Burns, Ph.D., Brian Rissmiller, M.D., Kyle Brown, M.D., Parag Jain, M.D., Kristin Dolan, M.D., and Satid Thammasitboon, M.D., M.H.P.E.) conducted a timely 4-week elective course for medical students at BCM, entitled “Wicked Problems in Medical Student Education.” During this course, students applied wicked-problem concepts as the analytical lens to addressing their own education disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic. They worked in small groups, along with faculty coaches, and proposed practical solutions to optimize their medical education. Drs. Jennifer Christner and Satid Thammasitboon co-directed this course.

https://blogs.bcm.edu/2020/08/10/resilience-through-covid-19-solving-wicked-problems/
Coming September 11, 2020
8:30 am – 1:25 pm

Join us for the Virtual
10th Annual TCH

Educator Orientation
An opportunity to enhance educational skills of pediatric faculty.

Grand Rounds
8:30-9:30 am

The Joy of Teaching...How to Inspire Our Trainees
Alicia Monroe, MD
Provost, Baylor College of Medicine

Workshops
10:00-10:55 am

Who’s Afraid of IPE?
Anne Gill, RN, MS, DrPH
Participants will review the history, science, and current state of interprofessional education (IPE) and what health care professionals need to know to navigate both teaching and regulatory requirements.

Burnout: What It Is, What It Will Cost You and What To Do About It.
Gia Washington, PhD
Participants will define and discuss occupational stress, incivility, and burnout, and identify strategies for self-care.

Tips for a More Engaging Virtual Learning Environment
Tyson Pillow, MD, MEd
Participants will discuss best practices for educators to create an engaging virtual experience for learners through the integration of technology to optimize activity and retention.

The Threads Among Us
Ellen Friedman, MD
Participants will discuss common incivilities among members of the health care team and ways to improve understanding and kindness.

Afternoon Session
12:30-1:25 pm

TeleMedicine: A Curriculum for Pediatrics
Anna Elizabeth Rueda, MD, Ana Monterrey, MD, MPH, Margaret Wood, MD, MPH,
Betty Del Rio Rodriguez, MD and Linessa Zuniga, MD
This train-the-trainer workshop provides practical information from the perspective of the educator.

Supported by the Center for Research, Innovation and Scholarship in Medical Education
For more information contact the Co-Chairs:
YoungNa Lee-Kim (yjleekim@texaschildrens.org) or Susan Kirk (sekirk@texaschildrens.org)
To develop faculty educators to lead across mission areas to enable excellence in global child health, we strive to create a curriculum as a sustained solution to foster development of educators and scholars of the future. We integrate the Job Roles of 2025 Medical Educators and the proposed Job Roles of Education Scholars to guide the domains of curricular content.

To create a robust virtual community of learning, we integrate multiple platforms. The synergistic integration of these learning technologies allows for seamless delivery of asynchronous and synchronous learning, virtual engagement for effective intellectual discourse and collaborative team activities.

For more information, please contact the co-directors: Audrea Burns, PhD (audreab@bcm.edu) or Satid Thammasitboon, MD, MHPE (satidt@bcm.edu)
TRANSFORMING YOUR EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS INTO SCHOLARSHIP

EDUCATION GRAND ROUNDS

Sponsored by the School of Health Professions & BCM’s Faculty Development Office

Please join us to hear about what an array of disciplines & research tell us about the science of learning!

Teri Turner, MD, MPH, MEd
Professor and Vice Chair of Education,
Martin I Lorin Endowed Chair in Medical Education
Department of Pediatrics
Baylor College of Medicine

Wednesday, October 7th
12:00 – 1:00 pm

For more information, contact: Deborah.Fernandez@bcm.edu

Zoom Link
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/96220429396?pwd=eUU5L01nM256WGVSYzNiQkd6WWRnUT09
Password: 334375
TCH Educational Scholarship Awards

CRIS has selected the following projects to be supported for ongoing development and to prepare them for future intra- or extramural grants.

Global Writing and Publishing Community of Practice
Diane Nguyen, PhrmD & Anna Mandalakas, MD, MSEpi, PhD

Assessment of Pediatric Trainees Participating in a Community Pediatrics Rotation Using an Online Interactive Case Based Format
Anna Monterrey, MD, MPH & Aditi Gupta, DO

Designing and Implementing a Fellow-Driven Curriculum: Foundations of Pediatric Hematology-Oncology
Yongna Lee-Kim, MD

Enhancing Collaboration Between Developmental Pediatrics and Primary Care Through Project ECHO
Dinah Godwin, LCSW

Understanding the Dynamic Between Senior Residents and Fellows on Pediatric Hospital Medicine Teams: a Qualitative Study
Andrea Dean, MD; Gal Barak, MD; Geeta Singhal, MD, Med; & Heather Haq, MD, MHS

Press START to play: Gamification to Train Multidisciplinary ECMO Teams
Andrea Ontaneda, MD; Corey Chartan, DO; Ryan Coleman, MD; Venessa Pinto, MD; Patricia Bastereo, MD; & James Thomas, MD
CRIS Sponsors First Virtual Writing Retreat

In response to the “new reality” of dealing with disruptions by COVID-19 to traditional teaching, three faculty members (Drs. Lee Ligon, Audrea Burns, and Satid Thammasitboon) collaborated to transform a writing curriculum developed by Dr. Ligon for various in-person venues and used as the basis for workshops and retreats given previously by these same faculty. The result was a virtual, interactive, four-hour writing retreat for medical educators, based on a composite theoretic approach of Community of Inquiry described initially by Garrison and colleagues.

The CoI describes three core elements needed for successful interaction: cognitive presence, social presence, and teaching presence. All three elements were vital components of the virtual writing retreat, which was attended by almost 40 participants and received extremely high evaluations. A literature review indicates it is the first such writing retreat to be attempted for this purpose. These faculty are continuing to collaborate on ways to expand and disseminate this retreat to broader audiences.

Virtual Resident Scholarship Day (RSD) Shows Great Success

This year, the Resident Scholarship Day was a ‘virtual’ experience that met with great success. Organizers offered blended asynchronous and synchronous sessions that spanned the entire first week of June to foster “habits of inquiry, innovation, and collaboration.”

The team of presenters was composed of Drs. Teddy Jones, David Spielberg, Teresa Duryea, Stephanie Sisley, Amy Hair, and Satid Thammasitboon.
Congratulations!

Faculty Recognized for Educational Contributions

**Baylor College of Medicine**

**Clark**  
*Faculty Service Award*  
Dr. Liane Renee Campbell, Asst. Professor  
Dr. Elliott, Assoc. Professor  
Dr. Richard Flores, Asst. Professor

**Norton Rose Fulbright**  
*Faculty Excellence Award for Teaching and Evaluation*  
Dr. Betty Del Rio Rodriguez, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Jill Ann Jarrell, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Ashley Joshi-Patel, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Brent D. Kaziny, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Wilson Lam, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Sarah K. Lyons, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Ghadir Sasa, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Lisa R. Forbes-Satter, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Jeremy S. Slone, Assistant Professor  
Dr. Adam D. Wolfe, Assistant Professor

**Norton Rose Fulbright**  
*Faculty Excellence Award for Development of Enduring Educational Materials*  
Dr. Susan L. Gillespie, Assistant Professor  
Dr. David D. Schwartz, Associate Professor  
Dr. Rajkumar Venkatramani, Associate Professor

**Children’s Hospital of San Antonio**

**Outstanding Faculty Teacher**  
Dr. Nader El-Mallawany, Assistant Professor

**Faculty Excellence in Teaching**  
Dr. Cory Henson, Assistant Professor

**Excellence in Teaching Honor Roll**  
(Faculty who received the next top vote totals for the Excellence in Teaching Award)

Dr. Katherine Brandt  
Dr. Luis Castagnini  
Dr. Lindsay DeVries  
Dr. Oluwadamiola Ejike  
Dr. Shawn Funk  
Dr. Taylor Fordham  
Dr. Anthony Gardea

Dr. Cody Henderson  
Dr. Ruchi Kaushik  
Dr. Alex Henri  
Dr. Ian Mitchell  
Dr. Scott McLean  
Dr. Melissa Svoboda  
Dr. Mohammed Salameh
As part of the AllEM Faculty Incubator program, teams of 2-4 incubator participants authored a primer on a key education theory, linking the abstract to practical scenarios. For the third year, these posts are being serialized.

https://icenetblog.royalcollege.ca/?s=education+theory
The Norton Rose Fulbright, L.L.P. Faculty Excellence Award provides opportunities for Baylor faculty who meet certain standards of quality, quantity, and breadth to receive recognition for their sustained exemplary educational contributions to the College. Awards are given for Teaching/Evaluation, Development of Enduring Educational Materials, Educational Leadership, and Educational Research.

Developing and Evaluating Educational Scholarship Consultation
Satid Thammasitboon, MD, MHPE
Geeta Singhal, MD, MEd
Teri Turner, MD, MPH, MEd

CRIS faculty provide consultation for medical educators who aim to transform academic tasks or services into educational scholarship. For more information, contact CRIS@texaschildrens.org

Statistics, Instrument Development & Validation Consultation
Shelly Kumar, MS, MSC

CRIS provides consultation on statistics, developing research instruments, and validating research results. For more information, contact CRIS@texaschildrens.org

Writing Workshops & Retreats
B. Lee Ligon, PhD, MA, MA, MAR
Satid Thammasitboon, MD, MHPE

CRIS offers interactive workshops on writing the educational scholarship manuscript. The workshops cover topics such as publication ethics, crafting a rhetorical statement, and establishing personal boundaries for writing, along with hands-on, practical exercises for writing the different components of the manuscript and group and individual consultations. For more information, contact bligon@bcm.edu

Editing & Didactic Writing Presentations
B. Lee Ligon, PhD, MA, MA, MAR

CRIS and the Department of Pediatrics also provides writing and editing resources for medical educators, including:
• editing of manuscripts, grant proposals, and other documents for Pediatrics faculty/fellows
• presentations on writing academic research manuscripts, case studies, abstracts, ethics of publication
For more information, contact bligon@bcm.edu
EVENT CALENDAR

INTERNATIONAL FACULTY DEVELOPMENT WEBINAR
“Virtual Procedural Skills Training During Pandemic”
Drs. Jennifer Benjamin & Parag Jain
August 19, 2020
8 – 9 AM
Meeting ID: 95 9785 5631
Passcode: 1234

MedEdPortal WORKSHOP
Faculty: Drs. Anne Gill & Adam Wolfe
Facilitators: Drs. Ruchi Kaushik, Adam Cohen, & Jennifer Benjamin
August 28, 2020
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/8869043360?pwd=Ti9sK0R6UWZTaTVCSkd4TnA3MnhrQT09
Password: CRISTCH

NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT AWARD VIRTUAL WORKSHOP
September 4, 2020
2 – 4 PM
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/8869043360?pwd=NCtwVUovSHZIT0lyWTIod213ajFhQT09
Password: CRISTCH

AMEE 2020: THE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE
Association for Medical Education in Europe
September 7 – 9, 2020
Registration: https://eu.eventscloud.com/ereg/index.phpeventid=200205149&

10th ANNUAL EDUCATOR ORIENTATION
Department of Pediatrics, Baylor College of Medicine
September 11, 2020
Room 1
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/8869043360?pwd=NCtwVUovSHZIT0lyWTIod213ajFhQT09
Password: CRISTCH
Room 2
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/9772392673?pwd=5XloeE1QQQg3NHIGallyMDMzd3Frdez09
Password: 051339

NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT AWARD PORTFOLIO DUE
October 5, 2020 (by 5:00 PM)

EDUCATION GRAND ROUNDS
Transforming Your Educational Efforts into Scholarship
Speaker: Dr. Teri Turner
October 7, 2020
12:00 – 1:00 PM
https://bcm.zoom.us/j/96220429396?pwd=eUUSL01nM256WGVSYSzNiQkd6WWRnUT09
Password: 334375